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Abstract

Atomistic molecular dynamics simulations have reached a degree of ma-
turity that makes it possible to investigate the lipid polymorphism of model
bilayers over a wide range of temperatures. However if both the fluid Lα
and tilted gel Lβ′ states are routinely obtained, the Pβ′ ripple phase of
phosphatidylcholine lipid bilayers is still unsatifactorily described. Perform-
ing simulations of lipid bilayers made of different numbers of DPPC (1,2-
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine) molecules ranging from 32 to 512, we demon-
strate that the tilted gel phase Lβ′ expected below the pretransition cannot
be obtained for large systems (equal or larger than 94 DPPC molecules)
through common simulations settings or temperature treatments. Large sys-
tems are instead found in a disordered gel phase which display configurations,
topography and energies reminiscent from the ripple phase Pβ′ observed be-
tween the pre-transition and the main melting transition. We show how the
state of the bilayers below the melting transition can be controlled and de-
pends on thermal history and conditions of preparations. A mechanism for
the observed topographic instability is suggested.
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1. Introduction1

Lipid membranes are fundamental components of living organisms, for2

their pivotal role in the structure and the biochemistry of the cells. Their3

properties are for a major part the consequence of the organisation of the4

phospholipid molecules that compose them to a large extent. This organi-5

sation is best revealed by experimenting with artificial lipid bilayers [1, 2].6

Through a perfect control of the molecular composition, an extended range7

of geometries and the possibility to insert membrane proteins and all sort8

of molecules, artificial bilayers have become a standard tool in modern bio-9

physics [3, 4].10

A striking property of pure phospholipids bilayers is to exhibit a num-11

ber of thermodynamic transitions upon temperature changes, meaning that12

they can be found in several phases including a dense structured Lβ′ tilted13

gel phase at low temperature or a disordered fluid phase at higher temper-14

ature Lα [3, 4, 5, 6]. Decades ago, a new phase have been identified in the15

most common sort of phospholipid, the phosphocholines (PC lipids) [7, 8, 3].16

This new phase, specific to the PC lipids and called the ripple phase Pβ′ , is17

characterised by important corrugation along the bilayer and the alternation18

between interdigitated leaflets and non-interdigitated ones. The ripple phase19

is observed experimentally in pure bilayers of 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidyl-20

choline (DMPC) between 16 and 24◦C, 1,2-dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine21

(DPPC) between 34 and 41◦C and 1,2-distearoylphosphatidylcholine (DSPC)22

between 51 and 55◦C [9, 3].23

This structure is sometimes presented as resulting from an alternation24

of gel and fluid lipid configurations [10]. There is no consensus regarding25

the cause[11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and the experimental structure is still subject26

to detailed investigations [16]. Ripple-like instability seems to be a generic27

feature of various different numerical lipid models [17, 18, 19].28

In a recent paper, Khakbaz and Klauda investigated the phase transition29

of DMPC and DPPC [20]. They reported formation of a structure resembling30

the Pβ′ phase for DMPC bilayers in a range of temperature, while for DPPC31

only a transition from the tilted to the fluid phase was observed in bilayers32

composed of 70 lipids. More recently, we investigated the phase transition33

of DPPC bilayers using Machine Learning algorithms [21]. In membranes34

composed of 212 lipids, we observed a transition at 315 K from a fluid phase35
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to a condensed disordered gel phase similar to the ripple phase that persists36

well below the pre-transition temperature of 307K and the Lβ′ tilted phase37

was never obtained directly from a quench of the Lα state.38

In this article, we provide a detailed analysis of the nature of the phase39

of DPPC simulated with the CHARMM36 force field below its melting tem-40

perature. We investigate the state of DPPC bilayers at 288 K, for different41

system sizes and different thermal routes. While the Lβ′ phase was observed42

for small systems, we found that a disordered gel phase, reminiscent from the43

Pβ′ phase, occurs in larger systems. In particular, we noticed the formation44

of corrugations whose amplitude increases with the system sizes investigated.45

By applying different thermal treatments, we characterize the metastability46

of DPPC and show that disordered gel is the preferred phase of simulated47

DPPC at 288K, in the thermodynamic limit.48

2. Material & Methods49

2.1. System Description50

DPPC bilayers were obtained using the CHARMM-GUI online Membrane51

Builder [22, 23, 24, 25]. The size of the membrane was controlled via the52

number of lipids, ranging from 32 to 512 and with equal amounts of lipids in53

both leaflets. The bilayers were hydrated with water blocks of 10 nm on each54

side to prevent any interaction of the leaflets through the PBCs along the Z-55

axis. DPPE and DSPC bilayers made of 64 and 212 lipids were also prepared56

using the same process and characteristics. The exact composition of each57

system used is given in the Supplementary Materials. All initial coordinate58

files were made available on Zenodo [26].59

The constructed system were minimized in energy using a steepest de-60

scent algorithm and equilibrated by running two NVT simulations at 288 K61

for 10 ps, with respectively a 0.001 ps and a 0.002 ps step; and two NPT62

simulations at 288 K and 1 bar, with a 0.002 ps step for respectively 100 ps63

and 1 ns.64

2.2. Simulation Runs65

Unless specified, the following conditions and parameters were used for66

all simulations. All simulations were performed using GROMACS 2016.467

[27, 28] along with the CHARMM-36 all-atom force-field [29] (June 201568

version). The force field parameters for the lipid molecules were provided69

directly by CHARMM-GUI [30, 31].70
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All the molecular dynamics simulations used the leap-frog integration al-71

gorithm [32] with a time step set to 2 fs. The temperature was controlled72

during the simulation using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat [33, 34] with a cor-73

relation time of τT = 0.4 ps, and a Parrinello-Rahman semi-isotropic baro-74

stat [35, 36] set to 1 bar in all directions was applied to the system (correlation75

time τP = 2.0 ps, compressibility 4.5× 10−5 bar−1).76

Lipid and water molecules were separately coupled to the thermostat.77

Following GROMACS recommendations for the CHARMM-36 all-atom force78

field, a Verlet cut-off scheme on grid cells was used with a distance of 1.2 nm,79

and non-bonded interactions cut-offs (Van der Waals and Coulombic) were80

also set to 1.2 nm. Fast smooth Particle-Mesh Ewald electrostatics was81

selected for handling the Coulombic interactions, with a grid spacing of 4 nm.82

A standard cut-off scheme with a force-switch smooth modifier at 1.0 nm was83

applied to the Van der Waals interactions. We did not account for long range84

energy and pressure corrections, and constrained all the hydrogen bonds of85

the system using the LINCS algorithm.86

Molecular dynamics production runs lasted for a minimum of 50 ns. When87

temperature treatments occurred, the systems were simulated for another88

50 ns to allow for the bilayer to reach equilibrium. In all cases the analysis89

was performed on the last 25 ns of the simulations.90

2.3. Analysis91

The areas per lipid of the systems were measured using two different92

methods: (i) measure by projection of the bilayer onto the XY plane of the93

box, noted ApH , and (ii) measure by meshing of the water-lipid interfaces of94

each leaflet of the bilayer, written AmH . The projected area per lipid was95

measured directly in Gromacs by measuring the area of the simulation box96

in the XY plane and by dividing it by the number of lipids per leaflet. The97

meshed area per lipid was computed using Ovito 2.9. To do so, the surface of98

the water blocks at the water-lipid interface was meshed using a probe sphere99

radius of 6 and a smoothing level of 30 after removing the lipid molecules.100

The area of the meshing was then divided by the total number of lipids in101

the bilayer.102

The amplitude and the period of the corrugations were measured using103

the meshing of the water-lipid interface collected for the measurement of the104

area per lipid. The position of the vertices of the meshing were interpolated105

using SciPy [37] on a (200,200) uniform grid of the size of the simulation106

box, and the height of these 200×200 points were analysed. This grid was107
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directly used to generate the height maps. The amplitude of the corrugations,108

represented by the root mean square (RMS) height of the points on the grid,109

were calculated by subtracting the mean and then measuring the standard110

deviation of the height σ(h). The period of the corrugations were calculated111

by computing the azimuthal power spectrum density (PSD) of the points of112

the grid and determining the frequency of the highest peak of the PSD.113

To measure the local chain tilt direction, the positions of the atoms of114

the tails of the lipids were extracted from the simulation files using MDAnal-115

ysis [38, 39]. The vectors from the first carbon atom of each tail to all the116

carbon atom of their respective tails were computed, before calculating the117

mean vector. The vector field was then created by binning the membrane in118

n×m squares and averaging over time the tilt direction vectors found in each119

square (Xi, Yi). As a consequence, the vector field accounts for the average120

direction of the tails found at this location, but are not associated to fixed121

lipid molecules.122

The enthalpy of the systems were extracted from the simulation using123

directly the tool provided with Gromacs, gmx energy. The systems used124

strictly had the exact same number of atoms, for both lipids and water125

molecules, to prevent changes due to the system composition. The (tilted)126

gel - fluid phase transition enthalpy was measured using the method from [40].127

Briefly, the total enthalpy of a system simulated at different temperatures128

over a wide range, here 283 to 358 K, was collected. The effects of the129

temperature increase on the enthalpy, besides any phase transition, were130

removed from the measurement by subtracting the affine baseline measured131

in each phase. The values were then divided by the total number of lipids in132

the system, and the melting transition enthalpy was calculated by integrating133

the difference between the fitted gel and fluid baseline over the range of134

temperature at which the transition occurs (here 308 to 318 K, accounting135

for Gromacs accuracy in setting a temperature). For the tilted to disordered136

gel phase transition, the enthalpy was measured by bringing the two systems137

at the exact same temperature. The difference in enthalpy measured between138

these two systems was then divided by the total number of lipids in the139

system.140
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3. Results141

3.1. Corrugation formation and characterization142

We considered DPPC bilayers prepared with CHARMM-GUI at temper-143

ature T = 288K whose size is ranging from 32 to 512 lipids. For small144

bilayers made of 64 lipids or less, we observed the formation of a smooth Lβ′145

tilted gel phase, in agreement with the numerous experiments and simula-146

tions reported in the literature [41]. The geometry of these bilayers remained147

stable over time, even after a 50 ns simulation. When larger systems (> 94)148

lipids were concerned, we noticed the formation of a corrugation deforming149

significantly the leaftlets (cf Figure 1).150

Figure 1: DPPC bilayer made of 212 lipids simulated at 288 K right after construction and
equilibration. 2.5 nm thick slices of the system along each axis are shown on the bottom,
highlighting the corrugations of the membrane. Top and bottom lipid leaflets are coloured
respectively in cyan and orange while the phosphorus atoms are shown as silver beads.
Hydrogen atoms were removed from the screenshot to improve readability. The PBC box
is displayed using the blue plain lines.

The corrugations takes place along both simulations box axis (x and y).151

As already observed and investigated in details for DMPC by Khakbaz and152

Klauda [20], the molecular configurations of the lipids do not appear uniform153

along the corrugations, and the typical stretched tails of the gel phase seem154

to turn into the typical disordered tail configurations of the fluid phase in the155
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thin portions of the corrugations where interdigitation happens. These varia-156

tions in configuration can be highlighted by computing and mapping the local157

segment order parameter Smol of each atom of each lipid (cf Figure 2(a)).158
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Figure 2: (Left) Topography of the upper leaflet of (Top) 256 and (Bottom) 64 lipid
bilayers, highlighting the corrugations observed in the membrane. Both contour plot
shares the same color code and contour line scale, in Å. The white dashed line show the
system before replication. (Right) Representation of slices of the lipid membranes on the
left, with a color code on the tail atoms corresponding to their order parameters.

We systematically characterized the corrugation and probed its evolution159

with system size. To quantify it in a more specific way, we investigated the160

topographic elevation function for each leaflet (see Figure 2(b)) from which161

we defined the amplitude of the corrugation as the root mean square (RMS)162

height hRMS of the two water-lipid interfaces of the bilayers. The heights of163
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the interfaces were obtained by meshing the water surface and removing the164

mean height of each leaflet. In these circumstances, hRMS is equal to the165

standard deviation of the heights σ(h). The leaflet corrugation amplitudes166

are identical for both leaflets even though cross section pictures might suggest167

otherwise (Figure 3(a)). The corrugation amplitude increases with system168

size but saturates for large systems (Figure 3(b)). The longitudinal period169

of the corrugations always coincide with the periodic boundary conditions170

(PBC, see Figure 3(c)). The power spectrum densities (PSD) used to measure171

the periods are given in the Supplementary Materials.172
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Figure 3: Effect of the size of the simulation box on the geometry of bilayers. (a) 2.5 nm
thick slices of the systems made with different amount of lipid molecules and simulated
at 288 K. Measurement of the (b) amplitude, or hRMS and (c) period of the corrugations
observed in different systems versus the number of lipids. The evolution of the size of the
box is shown on top of the period. Dashed lines are respectively the cubic root and square
root fits of the data.

To better quantify the nature of the corrugation, we investigated the area
per lipid using two methods: i) projection in the (XY ) plane of the box, i.e
the area ApH of the box divided by the number of lipid; ii) meshing of the
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Figure 4: (Top) Differences between the area per lipid measured by surface meshing and by
projection in the XY plane α (in %) and (Bottom) evolution of each type of area per lipid
for different system sizes. Blue dashed line on the bottom graph is the average projected
area per lipid.

water lipid interface that enables the determination of the interfacial area
AmH . We found that the difference between interfacial and projected area per
lipid

α =
AmH − A

p
H

ApH
(1)

provides an excellent characterization of the corrugated phase (Figure 4).173

Indeed, α is three times larger for corrugated systems (α = 14 ± 2%) than174
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for tilted ones (α = 5±2%). The differentiation using usual methods such as175

the area per lipid or the tail order parameter achieved less significant results176

(cf Supplementary materials).177

The local chain tilt direction in the XY plane was also determined and178

mapped (Figure 5(a)). As expected, tilts are uniform in the Lβ′ state and179

present a random short-range correlation in the fluid Lα state. This was180

confirmed by the distribution of the angles with respect to the X-axis, as a181

function of the height on the leaflet. In the corrugated systems, the local182

chain tilts displays long-range variations. The angle distribution of the cor-183

rugated systems shows that small heights have random orientation similar to184

the fluid, while small heights are subject to less variations.185

We also probed the sensitivity of the corrugation to modifications of space186

group. A simple change from cubic to rectangular simulation boxes with187

Lx = 2Ly shows commensurate corrugations periods. Moreover we carry188

out simulations in hexagonal and monoclinic simulation boxes counting 128189

lipids. Both of these systems were found to be corrugated, with modulation190

vectors directed along the PBC/crystallographic directions (Figure 6).191

To release residual stress on the bilayer configuration that could have192

been brought by the semi-isotropic barostat, an anisotropic barostat was ap-193

plied to the systems, with 1 bar and a 4.5 × 10−5 bar−1 compressibility set194

along each axes, and the pressure crossed terms set to 0 for both pressure and195

compressibility. We found that releasing residual anisotropic stress did not196

modify the structure of the bilayers. After this simulation run, the system197

was still found in a corrugated state, as shown in Figure 7, with a relative198

area increase α of 11.9 ± 0.8% and a RMS corrugation amplitude of 4.89 Å199

comparable to the amplitude before the run (5.18 Å). We therefore conclude200

from this result that both tilted gel and corrugated states behave as a cohe-201

sive, solid state on the simulated time scales. They also display significant202

residual static stresses of 0.8 and 1.0 bars respectively in the x and the y di-203

rections. Based on these characterizations we refer to the corrugated state as204

the ”disordered gel state”, noted here Ldβ, to make a clear distinction between205

these configurations and the ripple phase Pβ′ that has only be experimentally206

reported above the pre-transition temperature.207

Finally one can wonder whether the appearance of the corrugation is208

restricted to DPPC or DMPC. To answer this question, we probed the effect209

of the tail and the head groups by considering the longer-tailed DSPC and the210

ethanolamine-based DPPE. As shown in Figure 8, the large DSPC systems211

were found in the disordered gel state while the DPPE systems remained in212
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Figure 5: (a) Orientation in the XY plane of the tails of each of the 256 lipids forming
a DPPC bilayer (Top) in the disordered gel phase, (Middle) in the tilted gel phase and
(Bottom) in the fluid phase. Only one leaflet of the membrane is shown for each system.
(b) Respective scatter distribution of the angles between the tails of the lipids and the
X-axis of the membrane, as a function of the height on the leaflet. The measurement were
performed on both top and bottom leaflets, respectively colored in cyan and in orange.

the expected homogeneous tilted gel state. The respective area differences of213

these systems are 12 ± 1 and 5 ± 1 %.214
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Topography of bilayers (a) made of 188 DPPC molecules in a simulation box
with Lx = 2Ly and (b) made of 128 DPPC molecules in an hexagonal simulation box,
both simulated at 288 K.

Figure 7: Slice of the 212 DPPC molecule system obtained after being simulated at 288 K
for 50 ns with an anisotropic barostat.
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Figure 8: Profiles of bilayers made of 64 or 212 lipids, either with DPPC, DSPC or DPPE,
after a 50 ns simulation at 288 K. Only the DPPE membrane remained in the tilted gel
phase when constructed with a large number of lipids.

3.2. Influence of thermal history215

The previous observations suggest that disordered Ldβ and tilted Lβ′ gel216

states are two competing states whose appearance seem to be correlated to217

the system size for freshly thermalised systems generated with CHARMM-218

GUI. In what follows we probe the sensitivity of the stability of these phases219

to different routes of thermal treatments.220

We focus our analysis on two system sizes: 64 lipids, which has been221

found in the Lβ′ phase, and 256 lipids which has been found in the Ldβ.222

Both systems were subjected to the following thermal treatment: starting223

from T = 288K, systems were annealed at T = 358K in the fluid phase.224

These systems are respectively named pc64-A and pc256-A, for annealing.225

They were then cooled down to T = 288K in two different ways: either226

with a brutal fast cooling, named here quenched, or with a slow gradual227

cooling of 1K/ns that we denote gentle cooling. The quenched systems are228

noted pc64-AQ and pc256-AQ (annealing-quenching), and the cooled systems229

called pc64-AC and pc256-AC (annealing-cooling).230

We first notice that whatever the thermal history, large systems were231

always found in the disordered gel state as shown in Figure 9. Gentle cooling232

of small systems allowed them to recover the Lβ′ phase while quenching lead233

to Ldβ phase. As in this latter case, either phases could be obtained depending234
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on the thermal history, we conclude that the disordered gel is metastable with235

respect to the tilted gel for small systems. Furthermore, we can note that236

both the gently cooled and the quenched systems have a final projected area237

per lipid ApH (respectively 50.1 ±0.7 and 50.8 ± 0.8 Å2) close to the average238

projected area of 50 Å2 found for systems of all sizes, hence correcting the239

odd value of 52.3 Å2 found before temperature treatment (cf Figure 4).240

As large systems of 256 lipids were never spontaneously found in the Lβ′241

state, we decided to force them into this state by duplicating along both x and242

y directions the 64 Lβ′ system. The flat tilted duplicated system was found243

to be stable on the simulation time scale, suggesting that Lβ′ could be either244

stable or metastable in large systems too. The nature of the relevant stable245

thermodynamic phase for large systems remains an open question, while our246

simulations clearly favor the disordered gel state Ldβ. Measurements of the247

difference in area α can be found in the Supplementary Materials.248

3.3. Thermodynamics of tilted and disordered states249

Since the small systems made of 64 lipids can be prepared and controlled250

to reach all the observed phases, we used them to compare the energetic251

properties of the respective gel phase. Having in mind the idea of a com-252

plex underlying potential energy landscape composed of several minima lo-253

cated at different energy levels, we probe how far energetically the disor-254

dered gel phase stand from the tilted gel phase minimum. Therefore we255

performed an energy minimization using conjugate gradient to remove ther-256

mal fluctuations on the tilted and disordered gel configurations. We found257

∆EP = EP (disordered)−EP (tilted) = 64kJ/mol, meaning that if both states258

are metastable, the tilted system is the most stable one. In addition, we also259

computed the difference in enthalpy between the disordered and the tilted260

thermalised gel phases. To this aim, we used the same initial states, after261

quenching or gentle cooling but without energy minimisation. Since the two262

systems share the same atomic compositions (same number of lipid, water263

molecules and constraints), the difference in enthalpy (kinetic and potential264

energy according to the force field, plus the PV contribution) at a given265

temperature should be characteristic of the enthalpy difference between the266

two states. We found an enthalpy difference of 12± 4kJ/mol at 288K. This267

value is higher than the one reported experimentally for the calorimetric gel268

to ripple phase pretransition, 4.6 kJ/mol [4] but obtained at a higher tem-269

perature. We therefore repeated the measure after rising both systems at a270

temperature close to the pretransition temperature, namely 305 K, and then271
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Figure 9: Synopsis of the different thermal trajectories, showing the systems obtained
for different cooling rates as well as the systems they originated from. Only the results
from the 256 DPPC system obtained by replication of the 64 lipid system are shown for
the quenching and cooling experiments. Results for the 256 DPPC system constructed
by CHARMM-GUI, as well as the intermediate systems, are shown in the Supplementary
Materials.

found a difference in enthalpy of 3.9 ± 0.4 kJ/mol now compatible with ex-272

perimental measurements. It is essential to note here that, in order to obtain273

a disordered system configuration at 305 K, the system had first to be an-274

nealed at 375 K instead of 358 K, meaning that the difference in temperature275

required for quenching should be at least of 70 K in order to obtain the Ldβ276

phase (see Supplementary Materials).277

The enthalpy of the Ldβ −→ Lα transition was also measured in our small278

systems. This was performed by simulating the 64 DPPC system at temper-279

atures ranging from 283 to 358 K and by removing the change in enthalpy280

due to the change in temperature (data shown in Supplementary Materials).281
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The transition enthalpy was found equal to 27.3 kJ/mol, which is also com-282

parable with the experimental reported values circa 32.2 kJ/mol [4]. We283

can conclude that despite the approximations, and the absence of quantum284

corrections to the bond vibrations contributions, the CHARMM36 force field285

thermodynamic predictions seem in good agreement with experimental ob-286

servations.287

4. Discussion288

A careful inspection of the corrugations shows that the topographic mod-289

ulation is imposed by the periodicity of the simulation box. The corrugation290

shows finite system size dependence, as its amplitude increases up to sizes of291

the order of Lx = 8 nm where the modulation saturates to a value of 7 ± 1 Å.292

Assuming a sine-like corrugation, this maximum RMS amplitude measured293

can be converted into a peak-to-peak amplitude of 2.0 ± 0.2 nm similar to the294

previously published values of 2.4 nm for the DPPC or even 1.8 nm in DMPC295

bilayers [42, 16]. The saturation of the corrugation amplitude is expected,296

given that it can only reach a fraction of the total membrane thickness. The297

associated lateral length 8 nm can therefore be considered as a lower bound298

of the instability characteristic longitudinal length scale.299

We believe that the relative difference between the interfacial area and300

the projected one, α, introduced in equation (1) can be taken as a relevant301

order parameter for the transition between the Lβ′ and the disordered gel302

phases Ldβ. The latter being reminiscent from Pβ′ ripple phase, α could be303

seen as a critical parameter to investigate the existence of the ripple phase304

and discriminate it from the tilted gel or from the fluid phase.305

However, unlike experiments, the numerical instability occurs along two306

orthogonal directions, or along the hexagonal axes. Non-square boxes fail to307

select only one modulation direction. We nevertheless think that the numer-308

ical corrugation instability is related to the experimental ripple instability,309

as also suggested by the dependence of the presence of corrugation to the310

chemical nature of the heads and tails of the lipids. Indeed, experiments311

have shown that the ripple phase is specific from the phosphocholine (PC)312

lipids [41, 43].313

Another striking observation is the insensitivity of large systems (256314

lipids) to thermal treatment which have been systematically ended in the dis-315

ordered gel state. On the opposite small systems can alternate between both316
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phases. However, when thermalised at low temperatures from CHARMM-317

GUI or slowly quenched, they end up preferentially into the tilted gel state,318

suggesting that in the range of temperatures investigated the Lβ′ state is319

thermodynamically favored. By contrast the Lβ′ state is never selected spon-320

taneously by larger systems. For the latter, MD suggests that the disordered321

gel state Ldβ is the most preferred state for all temperatures below melting.322

Metastability and kinetic effects are certainly significant and may hide to323

true nature of the stable phase.324

Assuming that the difference between tilted and disordered gels has some-325

thing to do with the pretransition, we found an enthalpy difference 3 times326

larger than the premelting latent heat at 288K, and of the same order of mag-327

nitude at 305K, close to the observed experimental transition. This points328

towards the relevance of disordered gel state Ldβ as a ripple state analogue.329

Moreover the higher enthalpy of the disordered gel with respect to the tilted330

gel is consistent with a Lβ′ −→ Ldβ −→ Lα sequence of transitions as tem-331

perature is increased.332

The reason of the outcome of a ripple instability below the melting tem-333

perature is nothing but obvious. Our simulations point out to a competition334

between an homogeneous tilted state and an inhomogeneous corrugated state.335

The transition between these states is discontinuous. The corrugated state is336

not very tilted, and partially melted, or disordered, and interdigitated. We337

suggest now a possible mechanism explaining the observed situation. The338

tilted phase can be understood as the result of a frustration between lipid339

headgroups which try to increase their exposure to water in the interface340

region, lipid chains which try to reach an optimal packing density as a result341

of cohesive forces, and chain stiffness for which the introduction of gauche342

dihedral angles is unfavorable at low temperatures. Tilt allows lipid to op-343

timize simultaneously those three constraints. On the other hand, melting a344

lipid chain enables the release of the constraint acting on the chain stiffness,345

and makes it possible to increase the hydration free-energy by reducing the346

membrane thickness. Below melting temperature, thermodynamics makes it347

unfavorable to melt all the lipid molecules. However, some local disordering348

of the lipids may still be favorable, increasing the hydration of the headgroups349

without need of spending too much energy in melting the chains.350

Based upon those considerations, we designed a simple one dimensional351

lipid chain model that supports the idea that in an temperature range just352

below melting, the homogeneous tilted state is energetically unstable with353

respect to a local corrugation of the bilayer, see Figure 10. Details of the354
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the mechanical instability occurring in a simple one
dimensional lipid chain model, where the tilted state has a higher energy than a locally
disordered state. The gain in energy originates mostly from the hydration term. Blue
solid rods stand for gel state, red dashed rods for fluid state.

parameterisation of the model and further results are presented in the Supple-355

mentary Materials. We conclude that the thickness modulation might indeed356

be caused by a subtle interplay between headgroup hydration, hydrophobic357

chain packing, trans-gauche isomerisation and tilt elasticity energy terms.358

5. Conclusion359

We have successfully demonstrated in this work how the size of the simu-360

lation box influences the ripple-like instability in a PC membrane simulated361

with the Charmm36 force field at low temperature, where it is usually ex-362

pected to be in the tilted gel Lβ′ phase. This unexpected organisation, which363

we called the disordered gel phase Ldβ, does not appear in small systems,364

which is consistent with the results from Khakbaz and Klauda [20] as well365

as with our results in a previously published paper [21]. The energy and366

geometry analyses demonstrated that this disordered gel phase has a lot in367

common with the Pβ′ phase. Furthermore, this instability was not observed368

with PE lipids, in agreement with experimental findings. For small systems,369

we found ways of preparing the system in either tilted gel or disordered gel370

states by acting on the thermal treatment. More work is needed to deter-371

mine whether the Charmm36 force-field can describe a one-dimensional Pβ′372

spatial thickness modulation, with the right periodicity, and at which tem-373

peratures. Our work suggests that simulations will have to be guided to the374

desired structure. Finally, we conclude that the ripple instability looks like375

a generic mechanism adopted by the phosphatidylcholines lipids to increase376

the headgroup hydration while still satisfying the packing constraints, at the377

expense of a mild cost in disordering/melting a small fraction of the chains.378
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